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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.

Three Dragons was commissioned by Cornwall Council to undertake a viability assessment at a
strategic level to inform the preparation of the Climate Emergency DPD. This report builds on
the 2015 Local Plan Viability report and the 2016 CIL Viability report and considers residential
and non-residential development.

2.

Consultation has been undertaken with the development industry, registered providers and
council departments in preparing the assumptions used within the testing. As in previous
studies, the testing has used a set of generic typologies tested in different parts of the county as
well as a sample of the sites allocated in the Local Plan. The viability testing takes into account
the varying proportions of affordable housing required in each value zone as well as the different
CIL rates. Values and costs have all been updated to the last quarter 2019 in order to avoid
atypical data during the Covid-19 restrictions.

3.

The viability testing includes the impact of the planned 2021 changes to Building Regulations
(requiring a 31% reduction in CO2) as well as the proposed requirements in the DPD for greater
carbon reductions. The proposed changes to Building regulations are expected to cost
approximately £3,100 per dwelling compared to current standards.

4.

While the majority of the work was undertaken in 2020, this February 2021 update includes
changes to the DPD policy requirements for residential development as well as further
information on the costs involved in meeting the new policy standards. Commentary is provided
on the ability of housing development in Cornwall to support these new estimated costs
(approximately £5,000 per dwelling more than the 2021 changes to Building Regulations to
meet the new Cornwall net zero standard) and it is suggested that further viability work is
undertaken when more cost information is available. The new cost information also suggests
that there is relatively cost little difference between the low carbon heat approach to meeting the
2021 Building Regulations standards and the Future Homes Standard proposed by the
Government for 2025.
Residential development

5.

The residential viability testing has shown that generally in Cornwall development is viable and
is able to support the DPD policy costs identified in this study.

6.

Whilst residential development in most parts of Cornwall is viable there are some locations and
types of development that have relatively weak viability and there is the danger that additional
policy costs will reduce the provision of s106 affordable housing provided by these
developments – some of which may not have been viable even without additional costs. These
areas of weaker viability were apparent in both the local plan viability study and the CIL viability
study. However, development has still come forward in these areas, although this has often
been affordable-led schemes (normally grant-funded).

7.

There is relatively little difference in the viability from the additional biodiversity, electric vehicle
(EV) charging and SAC mitigation policy costs.
Non-residential development

8.

The viability testing has included non-residential development:

•
Offices – town centre and out of town
•
B2/B8 (industrial/warehouse)
•
Town centre and out of town comparison retail (E)
•
Small convenience retail and supermarkets
Three Dragons with Alder King & ORS November 2020
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•
•
•
•
•
•

9.

10.

Budget hotels
Care homes
Student housing
Mixed Leisure
Sui Generis Drive-thru (edge and out of town)
Sui generis Motor dealership

The testing has included development to BREEAM Excellent and Outstanding standards and
has considered the impact of providing electric vehicle EV chargers. CIL has been included
where appropriate.
The testing results show that:
•

•
•

•

Many non-residential development types are not viable in Cornwall. This has been the
case for many years and historically European funding has part addressed the viability
gap (as well as requiring higher levels of energy efficiency).
Adopting BREEAM Excellent standard has overall limited impact on viability and is unlikely
to affect delivery.
BREEAM Outstanding typically carries a higher level of cost and while some forms of
development such as supermarkets may be able to absorb these costs for most typologies
this is more likely to have an impact upon delivery. In some locations there are likely to be
physical constraints in respect of achieving BREEAM Outstanding, due to
location/connectivity and provision of public transport.
The costs of including standard EV charging points are comparatively modest in relation to
the quantum size of the typologies/development schemes tested and as a preliminary
view, inclusion of such EV charging points is realistic/justifiable. Provision of quick charge
EV points and more extensive cabling (in advance of future EV charging points) may incur
costs that could impact upon the delivery of some developments, although it seems likely
that in many cases the revenue opportunities will mitigate these costs.

11.

We note that occupying the building is only part of the energy consumption and this may be
small in comparison to some of the processes accommodated.

12.

In terms of contributions to other climate change mitigations schemes the testing suggests that
that the majority of the non-residential typologies tested do not have sufficient viability to support
a specific charge/contribution with the exception of the retail/supermarket sectors. Although in
town and out of town comparison retail are likely to be too fragile to support a charge, we
estimate that the supermarket/food sector can support an additional policy requirement
equivalent to £25 - £50 per sq m.

Three Dragons with Alder King & ORS November 2020
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1

Introduction

1.1.1

Three Dragons was commissioned by Cornwall Council to undertake a viability assessment at a
strategic level to inform the preparation of the Climate Emergency DPD. The DPD has been
prepared in draft and this viability study considers how the proposed policies may affect viability.

1.1.2

Viability assessments have previously been undertaken and found to be sound in relation to the
Cornwall Local Plan and CIL. The aim of this report is to update this evidence, reflecting any
changes in guidance and legislation as well as changes in values and costs.

1.1.3

An individual development can be said to be viable if, after taking account of all costs, including
central and local government policy and regulatory costs and the cost and availability of
development finance, the scheme provides a competitive return to the developer to ensure that
development takes place and generates a land value sufficient to persuade the land owner to
sell the land for the development proposed. If these conditions are not met, a scheme will not be
delivered.

1.1.4

This report sets out the typologies and assumptions used to inform the viability testing reflecting
latest available information. The viability testing for this report has:
•
•
•

•

•
1.1.5

Reviewed broad costs associated with addressing policies set out in the Local Plan
Tested the quantum and broad form of proposed development, as used in the Local Plan
and CIL viability testing
Drawn on the following for analysis:
o House price and build costs data
o Non-residential development value and costs data
o A review of the policies in the Local Plan and central government
guidance/proposals that may have implications for development viability.
o A review of recent developer contributions agreed by the Council as well as
discussion with council officers
o A review of recent site-specific viability assessments used to inform s106
negotiations
Undertaken consultation with the development industry including Registered Providers via
two on-line workshops and through individual follow-up interviews. A note of the workshop
discussions is shown at Appendix C.
Utilised the Three Dragons residential viability model and Alder King’s non-residential model
to undertake the viability testing set out in this report.

The majority of the work undertaken as part of this viability study was undertaken through 2020.
Revisions have been made in February 2021 to reflect publication of the government’s response
to the changes to building regulations and Future Homes; proposed amendments to the DPD
policy wording; and initial additional information about the costs of meeting environmental
standards provided by Cornwall Council.
Development industry consultation – Covid-19

1.1.6

The development industry consultation included workshops, where Three Dragons facilitated
discussion about the context for the work and the testing assumptions proposed for the viability
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study amongst members of the Cornwall Private Sector Developers Forum1. This is a standing
Forum and both the local plan viability study and the CIL viability study held face to face
consultation events amongst this group. As a result of Covid-19 restrictions video conferencing
was used instead of a face-to-face workshop, and measures used to address this change were
drawn from Three Dragons’ experience of running video-conference workshops elsewhere in
England during pandemic restrictions. These included:
•
•

•

•
•
•

1.1.7

Early discussion about date, use of Zoom and participants with the Forum chair.
Issuing of formal invitations via the Council (which holds the secretariat for the Forum),
with responses direct to Three Dragons. All Forum members were invited via their normal
email contact addresses.
Splitting of the respondents into two groups in order to encourage active participation.
The split was advised by the Forum chair in order to achieve a spread of organisations
and individuals across the two groups.
Provision of simple instructions about use of Zoom and the format of the workshop prior to
the event.
Presentation issued in advance of the workshop in case participants were not able to view
the slides at the same time as participating in the workshop.
Additional Three Dragons Team members to administer the groups, including admitting
participants, assisting if people had technical issues, identifying those people who wished
to ask questions/make comments, and separate roles for the workshop chair and those
undertaking the presentation.

A combined workshop note covering both sessions was distributed for comment after the
workshops, in the same way as previous face to face events. As noted earlier, individual follow
on interviews were undertaken by telephone.
Report

1.1.8

1

This report updates the assumptions, reflecting latest available information and where
appropriate, addresses points made during the consultation and previous examination
processes.

https://www.cornwall.gov.uk/housing/private-sector-housing/private-sector-developers-forum/
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2

Requirements of viability assessment

2.1

National and local policy context
National framework

2.1.1

The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) recognises the importance of positive and
aspirational planning but states that this should be done ‘in a way that is aspirational but
deliverable’2. Sustainable development is at the heart of the NPPF, with the environment
forming one of the Framework’s three objectives:
‘to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic environment; including
making effective use of land, helping to improve biodiversity, using natural resources prudently,
minimising waste and pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change, including moving
to a low carbon economy.’3

2.1.2

The NPPF advises that cumulative effects of policy should not combine to render plans
unviable:
‘Plans should set out the contributions expected from development. This should include setting
out the levels and types of affordable housing provision required, along with other infrastructure
(such as that needed for education, health, transport, flood and water management, green and
digital infrastructure). Such policies should not undermine the deliverability of the plan.’ 4

2.1.3

The government has long signalled its desire to simplify the planning process, including
development contributions. The NPPF advises that:
‘All viability assessments, including any undertaken at the plan-making stage, should reflect the
recommended approach in national planning guidance, including standardised inputs, and
should be made publicly available.’5

2.1.4

In terms of affordable housing the government has reiterated previous policy on affordable
housing thresholds and a desire to increase affordable housing products that can potentially
lead to home ownership:
‘Provision of affordable housing should not be sought for residential developments that are not
major developments, other than in designated rural areas (where policies may set out a lower
threshold of 5 units or fewer). To support the re-use of brownfield land, where vacant buildings
are being reused or redeveloped, any affordable housing contribution due should be reduced by
a proportionate amount’6
‘Where major development involving the provision of housing is proposed, planning policies and
decisions should expect at least 10% of the homes to be available for affordable home
ownership, unless this would exceed the level of affordable housing required in the area, or
significantly prejudice the ability to meet the identified affordable housing needs of specific
groups.’7

2

MHCLG, 2019 NPPF Para 16
MHCLG, 2019 NPPF Para 8
4
MHCLG, 2019 NPPF Para 34
5
MHCLG, 2019 NPPF Para 57
6
MHCLG, 2019 NPPF Para 63
7
MHCLG, 2019 NPPF Para 64
3
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2.1.5

With regard to non-residential development, the NPPF states that local planning authorities
should:
‘set out a clear economic vision and strategy which positively and proactively encourages
sustainable economic growth…local policies for economic development and regeneration…seek
to address potential barriers to investment, such as inadequate infrastructure, services or
housing, or a poor environment…be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in
the plan, allow for new and flexible working practices (such as live-work accommodation), and to
enable a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances.’ 8

2.1.6

Note the NPPF does not state that all sites must be viable now in order to appear in the plan.
Instead, the NPPF is concerned to ensure that the bulk of the development is not rendered
unviable by unrealistic policy costs. It is important to recognise that economic viability will be
subject to economic and market variations over the local plan timescale. In a free market,
where development is largely undertaken by the private sector, the local planning authority can
seek to provide suitable sites to meet the needs of sustainable development. It is not within the
local planning authority’s control to ensure delivery actually takes place; this will depend on the
willingness of a developer to invest and a landowner to release the land. So, in considering
whether a site is deliverable now or developable in the future, we have taken account of the
local context to help shape our viability assumptions.
Planning Practice Guidance

2.1.7

Planning Practice Guidance9 (PPG) provides further detail about how the NPPF should be
applied. PPG contains general principles for understanding viability. The approach taken
reflects the latest version of PPG, which was updated in September 2019. In order to
understand viability, a realistic understanding of the costs and the value of development is
required and direct engagement with development sector may be helpful10. Evidence should be
proportionate to ensure plans are underpinned by a broad understanding of viability, with further
detail for strategic sites that provide a significant proportion of planned supply11.

2.1.8

For a specific site, values should be based on market evidence (rather than average figures)
from the actual site12. All development costs should be taken into account, including within
setting of benchmark land values, in particular para 012 within the PPG Viability section states
that:
‘Costs include:
•
•

•

build costs based on appropriate data, for example that of the Building Cost Information
Service
abnormal costs, including those associated with treatment for contaminated sites or listed
buildings, or costs associated with brownfield, phased or complex sites. These costs should
be taken into account when defining benchmark land value
site-specific infrastructure costs, which might include access roads, sustainable drainage
systems, green infrastructure, connection to utilities and decentralised energy. These costs
should be taken into account when defining benchmark land value

8

MHCLG, 2019 NPPF, para 81
MHCLG, Planning Practice Guidance
10
PPG Paragraph: 010 Reference ID: 10-001-20180724
11
PPG Paragraph: 005 Reference ID: 10-004-20180724
12
PPG Paragraph: 011 Reference ID: 10-011-20180724
9
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•

•
•

•

2.1.9

the total cost of all relevant policy requirements including contributions towards affordable
housing and infrastructure, Community Infrastructure Levy charges, and any other relevant
policies or standards. These costs should be taken into account when defining benchmark
land value
general finance costs including those incurred through loans
professional, project management, sales, marketing and legal costs incorporating
organisational overheads associated with the site. Any professional site fees should also be
taken into account when defining benchmark land value
explicit reference to project contingency costs should be included in circumstances where
scheme specific assessment is deemed necessary, with a justification for contingency
relative to project risk and developers return’

Land values13 should be defined using a benchmark land value that is established on the basis
of Existing Use Value plus a premium for the landowner. The premium should reflect the
minimum return at which it is considered a reasonable landowner would be willing to sell their
land. The benchmark should reflect the implications of abnormal costs, site specific
infrastructure and fees. It should be informed by market evidence including current costs and
values but that this should be based on development that is compliant with policies, where
evidence is not available adjustments should be made to reflect policy compliance.

2.1.10 PPG states that developer return should be 15 – 20% of gross development value and that
where affordable housing is provided a lower figure is more appropriate14.
Other guidance on viability testing for development
2.1.11 Guidance has been published to assist practitioners in undertaking viability studies for policy
making purposes – “Viability Testing Local Plans - Advice for planning practitioners”15. The
foreword to the Advice for planning practitioners includes support from DHCLG, the LGA, the
HBF, PINS and POS. PINS and the POS16 state that:
“The Planning Inspectorate and Planning Officers Society welcome this advice on viability
testing of Local Plans. The use of this approach will help enable local authorities to meet their
obligations under NPPF when their plan is examined.”
2.1.12 The approach to viability testing adopted for this study follows the principles set out in the
Advice. The Advice re-iterates that:
“The approach to assessing plan viability should recognise that it can only provide high level
assurance.”
2.1.13 The Advice also comments on how viability testing should deal with potential future changes in
market conditions and other costs and values and, in line with PPG, states that:
“The most straightforward way to assess plan policies for the first five years is to work on the
basis of current costs and values”. (page 26)
2.1.14 But that:

13

PPG Paragraph: 013 Reference ID: 10-013-20190509 and 014 Reference ID: 10-014-20190509
PPG Paragraph: 018 Reference ID: 10-018-20190509
15
The guide was published in June 2012 and is the work of the Local Housing Delivery Group, chaired by Sir John Harman, which is a crossindustry group, supported by the Local Government Association and the Home Builders Federation.
16
Acronyms for the following organisations - Department of Communities and Local Government, LGA Environment and Housing Board,
Home Builders Federation, Planning Inspectorate, Planning Officers Society
14
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“The one exception to the use of current costs and current values should be recognition of
significant national regulatory changes to be implemented………” (page 26)
Guidance on Land Value Benchmarks
2.1.15 Planning Practice Guidance sets out the principles that area wide viability studies should follow
when taking land values into account:
‘To define land value for any viability assessment, a benchmark land value should be
established on the basis of the existing use value (EUV) of the land, plus a premium for the
landowner. The premium for the landowner should reflect the minimum return at which it is
considered a reasonable landowner would be willing to sell their land. The premium should
provide a reasonable incentive, in comparison with other options available, for the landowner to
sell land for development while allowing a sufficient contribution to comply with policy
requirements. This approach is often called ‘existing use value plus’ (EUV+). ‘17
Benchmark land value should:
•

be based upon existing use value

•

allow for a premium to landowners (including equity resulting from those building their
own homes)

•

reflect the implications of abnormal costs; site-specific infrastructure costs; and
professional site fees and

•

be informed by market evidence including current uses, costs and values wherever
possible. Where recent market evidence is used to inform assessment of benchmark
land value this evidence should be based on developments which are compliant with
policies, including for affordable housing. Where this evidence is not available plan
makers and applicants should identify and evidence any adjustments to reflect the cost
of policy compliance. This is so that historic benchmark land values of non-policy
compliant developments are not used to inflate values over time.’18

2.1.16 PPG goes on to define a ‘premium’ for a landowner as being:
‘…reasonable incentive for a land owner to bring forward land for development while allowing a
sufficient contribution to comply with policy requirements’19
2.1.17 The benchmark land values should therefore both reflect emerging policy requirements and
planning obligations, and be informed by comparable market evidence which may or may not
have taken current and or emerging policy requirements into account.
2.1.18 Advice for Planning Practitioners is similar to that contained within the PPG and states:
‘We recommend that the Threshold Land Value is based on a premium over current use values
and credible alternative use values…….).’
2.1.19 Advice for Planning Practitioners also notes that reference to market values can still provide a
useful ‘sense check’ on the benchmark values that are being used for testing, but it is not
necessarily recommended that these are used as the basis for the input to a model. Therefore,
land value benchmarks used to test plan policies can be less than the value at which land is

17

PPG Paragraph 013 Reference ID: 10-013-20190509
PPG Paragraph 014 Reference ID: 10-014-20190509
19
PPG Paragraph 016 Reference ID: 10-016-20190509
18
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being traded in the market. This point was highlighted in the London Mayoral CIL examiner’s
report (also from 2012) which, sets out important principles in the treatment of benchmark land
values
‘Finally the price paid for development land may be reduced. As with profit levels there may be
cries that this is unrealistic, but a reduction in development land value is an inherent part of the
CIL concept. It may be argued that such a reduction may be all very well in the medium to long
term but it is impossible in the short term because of the price already paid/agreed for
development land. The difficulty with that argument is that if accepted the prospect of raising
funds for infrastructure would be forever receding into the future. In any event in some instances
it may be possible for contracts and options to be re-negotiated in the light of the changed
circumstances arising from the imposition of CIL charges’.
2.1.20 Recent RICS research also highlights the drawback in using market evidence to set land value
benchmarks:
‘If market value is based on comparable evidence without proper adjustment to reflect policy
compliant planning obligations, this introduces a circularity, which encourages developers to
overpay for sites and try to recover some or all of this overpayment via reductions in planning
obligations’.20
2.1.21 Recent guidance in London21 is also consistent with these views, stating that:
‘The Mayor considers that the ‘Existing Use Value plus’ (EUV+) approach is usually the most
appropriate approach for planning purposes. It can be used to address the need to ensure that
development is sustainable in terms of the NPPF and Development Plan requirements, and in
most circumstances the Mayor will expect this approach to be used.’ Para 3.47

2.2

Principles of viability testing

2.2.1

The Advice for planning practitioners22 summarises viability as follows:
'An individual development can be said to be viable if, after taking account of all costs, including
central and local government policy and regulatory costs and the cost and availability of
development finance, the scheme provides a competitive return to the developer to ensure that
development takes place and generates a land value sufficient to persuade the land owner to
sell the land for the development proposed. If these conditions are not met, a scheme will not be
delivered.' (page 14)

2.2.2

Reflecting this definition of viability, and as specifically recommended by the Advice for planning
practitioners, we have adopted a residual value approach to our analysis. Residual value is the
value of the completed development (known as the Gross Development Value or GDV) less the
costs of undertaking the development. The value of the scheme includes both the value of the
market housing and affordable housing (and other non-residential values). Scheme costs
include the costs of building the development, plus professional fees, scheme finance and a
return to the developer. Scheme costs also include planning obligations (including affordable
housing, direct s106 costs) and the greater the planning obligations, the less will be the residual
value.

20

RICS, 2015, Financial Viability Appraisal in Planning Decisions: Theory and Practice
GLA, 2017, Affordable Housing and Viability SPD 2017
22
Local Housing Delivery Group, 2012, Viability Testing Local Plans - Advice for planning practitioners
21
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2.2.3

The benchmark land values used in the testing are a measure of a competitive return to a
landowner for the purposes of viability testing. PPG paragraph 012 – 015 sets out that
benchmark land values should be based on the current use value of a site plus an appropriate
site premium in most cases. The principle of this approach is that a landowner should receive at
least the value of the land in its ‘pre-permission’ use, which would normally be lost when
bringing forward land for development.

2.2.4

Note the approach to Local Plan level viability (or CIL) assessment does not require all sites in
the plan to be viable. The Harman Report says that a site typologies approach (i.e. assessing a
range of example development sites likely to come forward) to understanding plan viability is
sensible, a view echoed in CIL guidance. Viability '…is to provide high level assurance that the
policies with the plan are set in a way that is compatible with the likely economic viability of
development needed to deliver the plan”.
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3

Local policy requirements

3.1.1

The NPPF is clear that viability testing should take into account the costs of any requirements
likely to be applied to development. The impact of Local Plan policies was reviewed as part of
the CIL viability study, and this identified that key impacts on development viability relate to the
following policies:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

3.1.2

Policy 6: Housing mix requires that new housing developments of 10 dwellings or more
should include an appropriate mix of house size, type, price and tenure. Proposals should
seek to address need and demand for both affordable, market housing and starter homes
including self-build and custom-build housing; increase the supply of accessible and
specialist housing; and on sites of 200 dwellings or more, additional specialised housing
(including extra care housing) should be considered where demand exists.
Policy 8: Affordable housing requires that developments of more than 10 dwellings should
provide the following target levels of affordable housing: 50% in Zone 1; 40% in Zone 2;
35% in Zone 3; 30% in Zone 4; and 25% in Zone 5. The expected tenure split for the
affordable housing is 70% Affordable rented and 30% intermediate. In designated rural
areas and AONBs the affordable housing threshold is developments of more than 5
dwellings.
Policy 9: Rural exceptions sites requires sites outside built up areas to provide affordable
housing led development. Market housing will only be permitted in order to subsidise the
affordable dwellings and must not exceed 50% of the dwellings or land.
Policy 10: Managing viability requires that in situations where policy compliant affordable
housing cannot be provided, the following responses will be expected: public subsidy or
commuted sums may be used to boost affordable housing; there may be flexibility in
tenure, type, size and phasing; transfer of free serviced land / plots to the Council;
reduced affordable housing requirement; and off-site contributions.
Policy 14: Development Standards requires that affordable housing should meet
nationally described space standards; and that housing developments of 10 dwellings or
greater should provide 25% of dwellings as accessible homes (Part M4 (2).
Policy 22: European Protected Sites– mitigation of recreational impacts from
development requires that development within zones of influence of these protected sites
will be expected to make contributions.
Policy 25: Includes provision of open space as part of development
Policy 26: Use of sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS); development of 10
dwellings or more or over 0.5 ha should provide a long-term water management plan.
Policy 28: Requires that developer contributions will be sought to ensure that the
necessary physical, social, economic and green infrastructure is in place to deliver
development.

In addition, Policy 3: Role and function of places has some specific requirements for
development in the new eco-communities at West Carclaze/Baal and at Par Docks. This
includes 30% affordable housing and 5% self/custom build, employment space, strategic open
space, higher environmental standards and renewable/low-carbon energy. Cornwall Council
has advised that the eco-communities have their own policy requirements and are not part of
this viability testing.
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3.1.3

Cornwall Council has advised that 5% of the dwellings on allocated sites should be modelled as
custom & self-build.

3.2

Climate Emergency DPD Draft

3.2.1

The consultation draft policies23 include:
•

Policy C1 Climate Change Principles – higher density development on the most
accessible sites (including town centres and transport hubs)
•
Policy G1 Green Infrastructure Design and Maintenance – integration of street trees and
allowances for tree pits in new streets; provision of private amenity space; and provision of
long-term maintenance
•
Policy G2 Environmental Net Gain – planting of new canopy; 10% biodiversity net gain;
15% site area canopy cover (can be counted against biodiversity net gain)
•
Policy T2 Parking – provide the opportunity for electric vehicle charging in communal
spaces
•
Policy SC1 Energy and Sustainable Construction – development of 10+ dwellings or 1,000
sq m+ should achieve a 19% carbon reduction over current Part L; provide on-site or
connect to a low-carbon renewable energy generation that contributes towards a further
20% carbon reduction; and provide onsite or contribute towards the Council’s carbon
offset fund to address residual carbon.**
•
Policy CC4 Sustainable Drainage System Design – SuDS used to maximise biodiversity
as well as mitigating flood risk
**Note that as of February 2021 Cornwall Council has redrafted this policy – see below.
3.2.2

The consultation draft policy SC1 notes that these policies are subject to the recent consultation
about changes to Part L and also to government policy about the ability of local authorities to
require higher standards than required by building regulations.

3.2.3

Following the publication of the August 2020 consultation draft DPD, the government published
its response to the consultation on the changes to Part L and Part F of the Building Regulations
in January 2021. This response indicates that from 2021 (with a one year transition period) an
interim uplift will require homes to produce 31% less CO2 emissions compared to current
standards; and that from 2025 a Future Homes standard will be required. The Future Homes
standard will be zero carbon ready, with no fossil fuel heating and high levels of energy
efficiency. These proposals from government have meant that some of the steps in the original
consultation draft policy SC1 are redundant and it is understood that Cornwall Council may
require the equivalent of at least Future Homes standards for new housing as part of revised
Policy SC1. At the time of writing these proposed new Cornwall standards are framed as:
•
•
•

3.2.4

In response to these draft policies the following steps have been undertaken in this study:
•

23

Space heating demand less than 30kWh/m2/annum;
Total energy consumption less than 40kWh/m2/annum; and
Roof mounted solar PV to match the total energy consumption.

Inclusion of a higher density urban infill site in the generic residential typologies

Cornwall Council August 2020 Climate Emergency DPD Draft
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•
•

•

•
•
•

Inclusion of brownfield and greenfield 10% biodiversity net gain costs in the residential
testing based on the MHCLG impact assessment24
Inclusion of changes to Part L proposed by the government, with a 31% reduction in CO2,
based on the MHCLG impact assessment25, and assessment of the ability of development
to meet any additional costs relating to on and off-site carbon reduction.
Comparison of the costs of meeting the revised Part L with the costs of meeting the
proposed new Cornwall standards, based on the initial information provided by Cornwall
Council using work undertaken by Etude.
For non-residential development we have considered different BREEAM standards.
Inclusion of allowances for EV ducting and chargers in the testing
SuDS requirements are also part of the local plan policies (26) and are now a standard
part of most development. Therefore, no additional allowances have been made.

3.2.5

It is not clear that there are any significant additional cost implications from 15% tree cover in
addition to biodiversity net gain plus standard landscaping and so no additional allowances are
made within the testing.

3.2.6

Cornwall Council provided additional information about the indicative estimates of meeting the
revised policies in January 2021. This information is considered as part of the discussion about
the viability testing results later in this report.

3.3

Feedback from the Consultation

3.3.1

Information was received as part of the development industry workshop26 and subsequent
individual interviews. The following issues were identified:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.3.2

The residential testing should include rural exception sites (RES).
Biodiversity net gain may have implications for development density and/or the
developable area, and that this may not yet be factored into land values.
The proposed cost of garages may be too low.
The availability of Homes England finance for residential development.
The proposed allowance for s106 may be too low.
The changed requirement for sprinklers in buildings where the top storey is more than
11m above ground level.
Electrical infrastructure capacity issues constraining the provision of supply for electric
vehicle (EV) charging points.

In response to this feedback the following steps have been undertaken in this study:
•
•

•

Rural exception sites have been included in the typologies.
An allowance for off-site biodiversity net gain has been included in the viability testing,
based on the MHCLG Biodiversity net gain impact assessment central estimate (a mix of
on and off-site mitigation).
Garage costs have been increased to allow for a mix of single and double garages.

24

MHCLG, 2019, Biodiversity impact assessment
MHCLG, 2019, Future Homes consultation on changes to Part L and Part F
26
See Appendix C
25
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•
•
•
•

Further information from Homes England regarding development finance has been
reviewed.
S106 requirements for recent applications have been reviewed with Cornwall Council to
explore the typical cost per dwelling.
The requirement for sprinklers is noted although the typologies used do not include higher
buildings as this form of development is rare in Cornwall
Further consultation with Council infrastructure planning officers was undertaken in
relation to electricity supply capacity and this identified that electricity supply issues have
constrained a small number of developments. Cornwall Council is actively seeking
funding in partnership with Western power Distribution and other local authorities as a
proposal to Treasury, and given the limited scale of the issue and the steps in hand to
address these, this study has not made any specific allowances.
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4

Typologies used in the viability testing

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

The study uses a typology approach for the testing undertaken, combined with a selection of
allocated sites from the Local Plan. The typologies are not intended to represent specific
development proposals, but to reflect typical forms of development that are likely to come
forward over the plan period, confirmed by a review of the site sizes suggested in the SHLAA27.
The typologies are also consistent with those tested previously in the CIL Viability Report (less
one site specific case study that has now been consented) and confirmed in discussion with
Cornwall Council and the development industry workshop. Following feedback from the
development industry workshop a rural exceptions typology was added to the generic case
studies.

4.1.2

The generic typologies are tested across all of the value areas (see below) while the sample of
allocated sites are tested in their respective value areas.

4.1.3

The costs and values are dated at 4th Quarter 2019 in order to avoid the effects of the Covid-19
restrictions.

4.2

Residential typologies

4.2.1

The residential typologies are set out in the following tables. These include a set of small sites
which are below the general affordable housing threshold (10 dwellings outside of AONB areas)
as well as some medium and large sites. The 8 dwelling typology is also tested with affordable
housing in order to understand the viability of small schemes in AONBs.

4.2.2

The proportions of net developable area reflect council aspiration, policy requirements (including
public open space requirements) as well as typical characteristics.
Table 4.1 General residential typologies

Typology

Dwellings

dph

Dwg mix
(dph)

Gross site
ha

Net to
gross

Net site
area ha

Small infill - without AH

5

29

B

0.17

100%

0.17

Small infill - with/without AH

8

40

D

0.2

100%

0.20

Town/village windfall

15

33

C

0.5

90%

0.45

Town/village windfall

30

32

B

1.05

90%

0.95

Town/village windfall

80

35

C

2.69

85%

2.29

Town/village windfall

120

35

C

4.29

80%

3.43

4.2.3

Dwelling mixes are described in the testing assumptions in the next report section.

4.2.4

In addition to the general residential typologies the testing includes a set of specialist typologies
as follows. Because of the scheme characteristics Cornwall Council has advised that the urban
high-density scheme is not required to provide on-site open space.

27

Cornwall Council, 2016, SHLAA
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Table 4.2 Specialist residential typologies
Typology

Dwellings

Urban high density

dph

Gross site
ha

Dwg mix

Net to
gross

Net site
area ha

30

60

E

0.5

100%

0.50

8

30

B

0.27

100%

0.27

Sheltered

60

120

Sheltered

0.5

100%

0.50

Extracare

50

100

Extracare

0.5

100%

0.50

Rural exception

4.2.5

Sheltered housing usually provides some facilities not found in completely independent
accommodation. These can include a secure main entrance, residents' lounge, access to an
emergency alarm service, a guest room. Extra facilities and services are paid for through a
service charge on top of the purchase price or rent. To move into retirement housing residents
are assumed to be independent enough not to need care staff permanently on site

4.2.6

Supported Housing (Extracare) provides everyday care and support, and facilities will include
those available in retirement housing plus others (such as a restaurant, communal lounges,
social space and leisure activities, staff on site 24 hours a day). Service charges are likely to be
higher than in retirement housing, but this reflects the more extensive range of facilities.

4.2.7

For the purposes of the testing we have assumed that both sheltered and extracare are liable to
provide affordable housing. In practice, the level of care provided can mean that some of these
developments may fall outside C3 and may therefore not be liable to provide affordable housing

4.2.8

Rural exception schemes are able to use up to 50% market housing to subsidise the provision
of affordable housing, and the testing uses this proportion.

4.2.9

In addition to the general and specialist residential typologies the testing includes a sample of
11 allocated sites, which is drawn from the local plan and CIL viability testing. The choice and
characteristics of the sites has been advised by Cornwall Council as being representative of the
range of sites allocated in the local plan and not yet consented (and therefore potentially
affected by the new DPD).
Table 4.3 Allocated sites case studies

Case study

Value
area

Dwellings

dph

Dwg
mix

CSB

Gross
site ha

Net to
gross

Net site
area ha

1 Withnoe, Launceston
2 Callywith Urban Village,
Bodmin

4

300

35

35

5%

11.9

72%

8.57

4

650

35

35

5%

26.5

70%

18.55

3 St Lawrences UE, Bodmin

4

670

35

35

5%

32.2

59%

19.00

4 Castle St, Bodmin
5 Pentewan Road
(Trewhiddle), St Austell

4

150

35

35

5%

6

71%

4.26

5

100

25

25

5%

5.9

68%

4.01

6 Falmouth North, Falmouth

3

300

30

30

5%

14

71%

9.94

7 Tolgus (Phase 2), CPIR

5

260

35

35

5%

10.6

70%

7.42

8 Trevassack, Hayle

4

950

35

35

5%

39

70%

27.30

9 Heamoor, Penzance

4

435

40

40

5%

15.5

70%

10.85

10 Longrock, Penzance

4

150

30

30

5%

7

71%

4.97

11 Rialton, Newquay

3

280

35

35

5%

11.6

69%

8.00
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5

Residential testing assumptions

5.1

Size and mix of dwellings

5.1.1

The densities vary for the different generic and allocated site typologies noted in section 4, and
the table below shows the mix of dwelling types vary in these typologies. The affordable
housing proportion varies between value areas although within that variation the split between
tenures and dwellings remains the same for the purposes of the testing (70% Affordable Rent
and 30% shared ownership). The size of the affordable housing reflects the requirements in the
2019 Housing SPD. Market dwelling sizes were checked against the sizes of 92 new build
dwellings for sale at the time of writing and against Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) data
for new build dwellings.
Table 5.1 Dwelling size and mixes
Dwelling mixes
Market

5.1.2

1 bedroom flat

Net sq
m GIA
50

Gross q
m GIA
59

A

B

C

D

E

2 bedroom flat

70

82

2 bedroom terrace

79

79

5%

15%

20%

40%

3 bedroom terrace

93

93

5%

10%

20%

20%

3 bed semi

93

93

10%

20%

35%

10%

3 bed detached

105

105

30%

25%

15%

4 bed detached

130

130

60%

30%

20%

10%

5 bed detached

150

150

15%

20%

10%

0%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

10%
20%

25%

Affordable Rent (70% of
AH)
1 bedroom flat

50

59

2 bedroom flat

70

82

2 bedroom terrace

79

79

30%

30%

30%

30%

30%

3 bedroom terrace

100

100

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

4 bedroom terrace

120

120

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

Shared ownership (30%
of AH)
1 bedroom flat

30%
50

59

2 bedroom flat

70

82

2 bedroom terrace

79

79

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

3 bedroom terrace

100

100

15%

15%

15%

15%

15%

4 bedroom terrace

120

120
100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

An allowance of 15% of the total floor area is made for circulation space in general flats. The
rural exception sites use the 30dph mix in Table 5.1. The allocated sites have a requirement
that 5% of dwellings are custom and self-build and for these sites this proportion is modelled as
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an equal split of three and four bedroomed detached houses, and then the dwelling splits in the
table above are used for the remainder of the dwellings.

5.2

Values

5.2.1

The set of market values in Cornwall was derived from an analysis of new build Land Registry
data for 2015-2019 inclusive, indexed to December 2019 prices using Land Registry House
Price Index (examples in Appendix B), undertaken by ORS28. The Land Registry data was
matched to Energy Performance Certificates to enable a value per sq m to be generated for the
different house types. This is then grossed up by the dwelling sizes to provide an approximate
dwelling value.

5.2.2

Both the Local Plan and CIL viability work used 5 value areas across Cornwall, based on parish
boundaries. The value data collected as part of this study has continued to make use of these
value areas, which is also part of affordable housing and CIL policies. The table below sets out
the major and minor settlements in each value area29.
Table 5.2 Value areas
Value
Area
1

Category A
settlements

Category B
settlements

2
3
4

5

5.2.3

Category C
settlements
Rock with Tredrizzick
Gerrans/Portscatho; Fowey
Padstow; St Merryn/Shop;
Constantine
Mevagissey; Lostwithiel; Marazion

St Ives
Falmouth; Truro;
Newquay
Bodmin; Penzance

Launceston; Bude;
Saltash; Hayle;
Wadebridge

Camborne; Pool; Illogan;
Redruth;
St Austell

Helston; Liskeard

Callington; Camelford; Newlyn; Perranporth; St.
Columb Major; Boscastle; Porthleven; Heamoor;
St Blazey/Par; St Just; Mullion; St Agnes;
Tintagel; Gunnislake; Kilkhampton; Looe;
Torpoint
Indian Queens with St Columb Rd & Fraddon;
Delabole

The average price per square metre is set out in the following table.
Table 5.3 Market values
Average Price - £/sq m
Value area

Flat

Terraced

Semi

Detached

1

£3,923

£3,872

£3,801

£4,235

2

£4,126

£3,876

£3,484

£3,936

3

£3,192

£2,767

£2,955

£3,126

4

£2,834

£2,400

£2,597

£2,905

5

£1,965

£2,118

£2,312

£2,528

28

During 2020 the number of transactions dropped considerably and up until recently have not yet been reported by Land Registry. There is
evidence to suggest that values have increased in the short-term following easing of lockdown, however it is too early to tell as to whether this
will be sustained
29
Appendix 2 in the Adopted Local Plan Strategic Policies has a list of the individual Parishes in each value area.
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Affordable housing values
5.2.4

Affordable housing is required from schemes of ten dwellings or more (over 5 dwellings in
designated rural areas), with the proportion varying by value area.
Table 5.4 Affordable housing required
Value area

Affordable housing as a %
of dwellings
50%
40%
35%
30%
25%

1
2
3
4
5

Tenure split - % Affordable
rent
70%
70%
70%
70%
70%

Tenure split - % shared
ownership
30%
30%
30%
30%
30%

5.2.5

Whilst we are aware of the proposed changes to affordable housing threshold proposed by the
Government in August 202030, it is considered that as these are proposals at this stage and as
the proposed transitional arrangements suggest that they would not be applied to areas with an
up to date plan, that it is not appropriate to consider them within this report.

5.2.6

Discussion with Registered Providers was used to provide the basis for transfer values for
affordable housing in Cornwall (i.e. an estimate of how much the RPs may pay for the affordable
units). Shared ownership dwellings vary by value area while Affordable Rent dwellings have
similar values across the County.
Table 5.5 Affordable housing transfer values
Flat

Terrace
1 bed flat

2 bed flat

2 bed
terrace

3 bed
terrace

4 bed
terrace

£67,000

£93,000

£103,000

£123,000

£156,000

£131,955
£138,784
£107,367
£95,325
£66,095

£184,738
£194,297
£150,314
£133,456
£92,534

£205,779
£205,992
£147,053
£127,549
£112,562

£242,246
£242,497
£173,114
£150,153
£132,510

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Affordable rent
Shared ownership
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5

5.3

Costs
Build costs

5.3.1

Build costs can vary due to location, development type, proposed tenure type, proposed tenure
mix, storey height, and building use. The Build Cost Information Service (BCIS)31 is used to
provide benchmarking information for build costs, along with location adjustments for Cornwall.
A base date of Q4 2019 is used to match the values data.

5.3.2

We are aware from cost consultants that volume and regional house builders can comfortably
operate within the BCIS lower quartile cost figures, especially given that they are likely to
achieve significant economies of scale in the purchase of materials and the use of labour. Many
smaller and medium sized developers of houses are usually unable to attain the same
economies, so their construction costs may be higher, although this will vary between
housebuilders and sites. We have worked with BCIS to identify how costs change according to

30
31

Consultation on proposed changes to the planning system
Published by the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (RICS)
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the size of the development. We have used this analysis by BCIS to inform our approach to
testing in Cornwall. Note that the variable build costs by site size is applied to houses only, as
flat build costs have a stronger relationship with height.
5.3.3

In addition to the dwelling build costs, allowances are made of 10-15% on build costs for
external works32 and contingency. For smaller schemes, the higher build costs are combined
with higher allowances for external works and contingency, while for larger sites we use lower
dwelling costs and external works allowances but with additional allowances for site
infrastructure costs. An allowance of £8,900 is made for garages, with the quantity of provision
varying by dwelling type and value area. The following tables illustrate the BCIS rates and
shows how they are applied to the different typologies in the testing, along with the further
allowances for site infrastructure and garages. As a result of the consultation we also test
affordable-led schemes with a higher cost scenario.
Table 5.6 Residential development costs
Typology dwelling number

Build (%
of BCIS
mean)

Allowance
for additional
site
infrastructure
per dwelling

2-5 dwellings

Dwelling
build cost
£1,403

Plot costs,
contingency and
site infrastructure
% of base build
cost

105%

15%

£0

6-9 dwellings

£1,336

100%

15%

£0

10-50 dwellings

£1,269

95%

10%

£5,000

51-100 dwellings

£1,229

92%

10%

£5,000

101-250 dwellings

£1,189

89%

10%

£10,000

251+ dwellings

£1,109

LQ

10%

£10,000

Large strategic (500+ dwellings)

£1,109

LQ

10%

£26,000

Flats

£1,504

100%

10%

£0

Supported Housing

£1,772

100%

£0

Affordable-led schemes

£1,800

n/a

10%
(includes
externals)

£0

Table 5.7 Garages
Garages
Blended cost

£8,900

Zone 1

all detached & 50% semis

Zone 2

all detached & 50% semis

Zone 3

all detached

Zone 4

all 4+ bed detached

Zone 5

all 4+ bed detached

Other residential development costs
5.3.4

32

There are a range of other standard costs that need to be applied when undertaking the testing.
With regard to the policy costs, a base scenario is applied to all typologies and then additional

External works include local hard and soft landscaping, footpaths and internal road, drainage and service diversions and parking
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costs are added. This takes account of sites inside and outside of SAC areas, brownfield and
greenfield (in terms of biodiversity net gain) and provision of EV charger ducting/chargers.
Table 5.8 Other residential development costs
Type
Cost
Professional fees
1 – 9 units 10%
10 – 100 units 8 %
101 plus units 6%
Finance
5.35%
Marketing/sales fees
Developer return on market
Contractor return on AH
Agents and legal
Stamp duty
Table 5.9 Policy costs
Type
S106
Accessibility Part M4(2)
Biodiversity net gain
Habitat mitigation
EV charging

5.3.5

3%
17.5%
6%
1.75%
According to land price

Cost
£3,000
£1,229-£2,687
£207 BF
£998 GF
£532
£100 (ducting only)
£865 (charger)

Measurement
of build costs including
externals/contingency
of total development costs
including land
of market GDV
of market GDV
of affordable housing build costs
Land cost (BMLV)
Land cost (BMLV)

Measurement
per dwelling on generic typologies
Per dwelling on 25% of all
dwellings.
per dwelling unit
per dwelling (maximum)
per dwelling

In relation to decarbonisation costs, the main testing includes the costs of meeting the 2021 Part
L changes (based on the MHCLG £2,260/flat and £3,130/house). The additional costs provided
as initial figures by Etude in 2021 for Future Homes Standard and a revised DPD Policy SC1
are compared to the viability headroom and subject to commentary only at this stage.
Table 5.10 Policy costs - decarbonisation
Item
Cost (above current 2013
Measurement
BR)
Decarbonising (31% improvement
£2,260 (flat)
per dwelling
in CO2 emissions) - changes to
£3,130 (house)
Part L 2021
We have assumed that developers will adopt the low carbon heating method (heat pumps) of
compliance with changes to Part L in 2021 (see MHCLG 2019 Future Homes Standard Consultation
Impact Assessment para 2.4). Note that this cost is lower than achieving the standard though a
combination of gas boiler and PV panels)
Decarbonising (FHS 2025)
£3,538 (house)
Per dwelling
Costs based on research undertaken by Etude with Currie & Brown provided by Cornwall Council (see
Energy Review and Modelling, Jan 2021, Rev H). This is a small increment of c£400 on the MHCLG
estimated costs of meeting Part L 2021 and relates to the continued use of low carbon heating (heat
pumps).
Decarbonising (Cornwall proposed
£8,189 (house)
Per dwelling
net zero policy SC1 compliant)
Costs based on research undertaken by Etude with Currie & Brown provided by Cornwall Council (see
Energy Review and Modelling, Jan 2021, Rev H). The increased costs over FHS 2025 of circa £4,650
continue to include a heat pump and also relate to optimised fabric including reduced air permeability,
heat recovery mechanical ventilation and the addition of PV panels.
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5.3.6

Please note that the decarbonising costs set out above in Table 5.10 could potentially be lower
in future years though familiarity, standardisation and increased production, as well as mass
buying and delivery power of the larger housebuilders.
Table 5.11 Policy costs - CIL
CIL £/sq m33

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

1-9 dwgs

400

200

100

100

0

10+ dwgs

200

100

60

35

0

5.3.7

The accessibility costs are based on the 2014 cost report forming part of the 2015 Building
Standards Review impact assessment34, which assessed the net costs of different accessibility
standards35. The biodiversity net gain costs are based on the SW England costs for brownfield
and greenfield development sites36. The EV ducting and charger costs are based upon the
2019 residential impact assessment37. The decarbonising cost is based on the 2019
consultation for the proposed changes to Part L Building Regulations38.

5.3.8

The level of s106 allowed for in the viability testing was one of the issues raised in the
development industry workshops. Following the workshops, a further review of post CIL s106
payments (January 2019 to March 2020) was undertaken. Excluding payments for SAC
mitigation (covered elsewhere) and for off-site affordable housing provision, the average
payment was £1,821 for 1-9 dwelling schemes and £2,045 for 10+ dwelling schemes, with an
average of £2,007/dwelling. The s106 payments were typically for education, off-site open
space and planning administration fees. There were also some transport contributions and air
quality contributions. Cornwall Council has advised that a new health charge of £672 will be
payable as part of s106, and the combined total of £2,679 has been rounded up to
£3,000/dwelling for the generic typologies in this testing. The allocated sites have their own
specific s106 requirements and these have been advised by Cornwall Council.
Table 5.12 Allocated site s106 costs per dwelling
Biodiversity
net gain

Transport

Greenspace

Health

All
dwellings
£998
£998
£998
£998

Market
dwellings
£2,650
3360
3360
3360

All
dwellings
2168
1129
1129
1129

All
dwellings
£672
£672
£672
£672

Education
2+ bed
market
dwellings
£2,736
£2,736
£2,736
£2,736

£998
£998

3575
2655

1345
1267

£672
£672

£2,736
£2,736

Allocated site

Withnoe, Launceston
Callywith Urban Village, Bodmin
St Lawrences UE, Bodmin
Castle St, Bodmin
Pentewan Road (Trewiddle), St
Austell
Falmouth North, Falmouth

Other

Bridge
£1,500,000

33

Note allocated sites and Rural Exception Sites have a £0 CIL rate
EC Harris, 214, Housing Standards Review Cost Impacts
35
In September 2020 the Government commenced a consultation about whether Part M4(2) should be the minimum standard for all new
dwellings. This testing has continued to use the accessibility standard in the Cornwall Local Plan (2016), which set the proportion of Part
M4(2) to meet housing needs.
36
MHCLG, 2019, Biodivesity net gain and local nature recovery strategies impact assessment
37
MHCLG, 2019, Residential charging infrastructure provision impact assessment
38
MHCLG, 2019, Future Homes Standard consultation on changes to Part L and Part F
34
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Biodiversity
net gain

Transport

Greenspace

Health

All
dwellings

Market
dwellings

All
dwellings

All
dwellings

Allocated site

Education
2+ bed
market
dwellings

Other

at 150th
dwelling
Tolgus (Phase 2), CPIR
Trevassack, Hayle

£998
£998

3385
3425

1810
1122

£672
£672

£2,736
£2,736

Heamoor, Penzance

Longrock, Penzance
Rialton, Newquay

£998

3430

1702

£672

£2,736

£998
£998

3430
2200

1702
1219

£672
£672

£2,736
£2,736

Community
facility
£625,000
at 300th
dwg

5.3.9

The habitat mitigation is based on the maximum payable, which will be for developments within
both the overlapping Penhale Dunes and Fal/Helford SAC zones. For developments within only
one of these zones the charges are £180/£355 per dwelling respectively, or £370 for
development in the Plymouth Sound/Tamar Estuaries SAC zone. Most of the County is outside
these zones and here development will not have to pay any of these mitigation charges.

5.4

Custom and Self-build

5.4.1

Custom and self-build (CSB) is required on the allocated sites. The CSB dwellings are
assumed to be an equal split of three- and four-bedroom detached houses and the different
testing assumptions39 for these types of dwellings are set out below. Other costs are applied in
the same way as general dwellings.
Table 5.13 Custom and Self-build testing assumptions
Values

105%

of general 3 and 4 bed dwellings in value zone

Build costs

105%

of mean BCIS

Plot costs, contingency and site
infrastructure % of base build cost
Garages
Professional fees

10%
All
12.50%

prevailing rate for scheme
CSB dwellings
of build

5.5

Sales and build cashflow

5.5.1

It is assumed that there is a 5 to 12-month delay from start of construction to sales on sites, with
an average sales rate (including any affordable housing) of up to 35 dwellings per annum on the
generic typologies. The allocated sites are also assumed to have a delivery rate of 35 dwellings
per annum except for Trevassack and Heamoor which are assumed to deliver 70 dwellings per
annum (with two house brands on site)40.

39

Testing assumptions for custom & self-build have been developed by Three Dragons on discussion with NaCSBA and the Right to Build
Taskforce
40
As per the Local Plan and CIL viability studies
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5.5.2

It is assumed that build rates (and hence costs) are in line with house sales minus 6 months and
that site costs, including land preparation are incurred early in the development. Policy and
mitigation costs will be spread evenly in line with build costs. Cornwall Council has an
instalments policy for CIL and it is assumed that with this policy and the use of phased
development on larger schemes will mean that CIL will be payable at the same time as
completions.

5.6

Older Persons Housing

5.6.1

We use the Retirement Housing Group (RHG) guidance41 to estimate the sales values of
sheltered and extracare housing in different value areas. This uses the average price of secondhand semi-detached properties as a proxy. The selling price of a 2-bed sheltered flat is the
same as the 3-bed semi, with the value of a 1 bed sheltered flat set at 75% of a 3-bed semi. For
extra care schemes, selling prices are 125% of the selling prices for sheltered housing. Using
this method, the values to be used are shown in Table 5.4. A ground rent of £500 per unit has
been applied to 2 bed units and £400 per unit to 1 bed units. This is based on information for
potential purchasers available on sector websites.
Table 5.14 Sheltered and extra care values £/sq m
Sheltered

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

1bf

£6,024

£5,078

£4,022

£3,492

£2,934

2bf

£5,355

£4,514

£3,575

£3,104

£2,608

1bf

£5,792

£4,883

£3,867

£3,358

£2,821

2bf

£6,275

£5,289

£4,190

£3,637

£3,056

Extracare

5.6.2

The viability testing for sheltered and extra care schemes includes affordable housing at policy
levels and the value of the affordable housing is the same as for general housing. However,
affordable housing may not be required in all cases (for example if the use class is C2 rather
than C3). Cornwall Council has advised that a lower standard s106 costs should be used for
older persons housing.
Table 5.15 Other older person housing testing assumptions
Sheltered

Extracare

Site (ha)

0.5

0.5

Units

60

50

Net sq m/1 bed unit

50

65

Net sq m/2 bed unit

75

80

% 2 bed

50%

50%

Net sqm

3,750

3,625

25%

37.50%

Gross sq m

5,000

5,800

s106/dwg

£500

£500

% Circulation

41

RHG, 2016, CIL and sheltered/extra care developments briefing note.
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5.6.3

Sales periods are typically longer for retirement housing than for general needs housing. In line
with the RHG guidance we have assumed that 40% of units are sold at the end of the first year
of sales, 30% during the second year of sales and 30% during the third year; with an 18 month
build period before sales commence.

5.7

Benchmark land values

5.7.1

The benchmark land values (BLV) are those used in the CIL Viability Study, which was found
sound in 2018. These benchmarks were discussed as part of the workshop consultations and
in individual interviews, where it was agreed that there has been no inflation in land values.
Table 5.14 details the benchmarks used for the different residential typologies in different value
zones. The allocated sites are only tested in their relevant value zone.
Table 5.16 Benchmark Land Values £/gross ha
Case study
Generic case studies
Small infill - without AH
Small infill - with/without AH
Town/village windfall
Town/village windfall
Town/village windfall
Town/village windfall
Urban high density
Rural exception
Sheltered
Extracare
Allocated sites
1 Withnoe, Launceston
2 Callywith Urban Village, Bodmin
3 St Lawrences UE, Bodmin
4 Castle St, Bodmin
5 Pentewan Road (Trewhiddle), St Austell
6 Falmouth North, Falmouth
7 Tolgus (Phase 2), CPIR
8 Trevassack, Hayle
9 Heamoor, Penzance
10 Longrock, Penzance
11 Rialton, Newquay

5.7.2

42

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

Zone 4

Zone 5

1,300,000
1,300,000
1,170,000
1,170,000
1,105,000
1,040,000
1,300,000
300,000
1,300,000
1,300,000

1,300,000
1,300,000
1,170,000
1,170,000
1,105,000
1,040,000
1,300,000
300,000
1,300,000
1,300,000

750,000
750,000
675,000
675,000
637,500
600,000
750,000
300,000
750,000
750,000

350,000
350,000
315,000
315,000
297,500
280,000
350,000
300,000
350,000
350,000

350,000
350,000
315,000
315,000
297,500
280,000
350,000
300,000
350,000
350,000

250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
300,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
300,000

We are aware that commentators are beginning to suggest that land bids are beginning to
reflect the costs of higher environmental standards42, resulting from the greater national move to
reduce the environmental impact of new housing. This is logical although it will be in the highest
value areas where there is the most opportunity for land values to flex to accommodate policy
costs.

E.g 4Q2020 https://www.savills.co.uk/research_articles/229130/310310-0
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6

Results of the residential and older person testing

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

This chapter summarises results of the residential viability appraisals. The full set of policy
requirements and costs for the Climate Change DPD has not yet been confirmed and so the
viability testing uses available information about policy costs and then illustrates the ‘headroom’
available to cover other climate change mitigation costs (as provided by Etude in 2021).

6.1.2

As noted in the testing assumptions earlier, the modelling includes the standard affordable
housing, s106 and CIL costs, as well as a base set of additional policy costs. Different
scenarios are then used to explore the impact of adding in further policy costs where known,
with results presented as net residual value on a per dwelling basis (market & affordable
combined). This net residual value is the theoretical maximum available to support additional
policy costs to deliver other components of the climate Emergency DPD although allowing for a
buffer to cover variations around the testing assumptions is good practice.

6.1.3

In terms of policy costs the base scenarios cover:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.1.4

Accessibility costs for 25% of all dwellings
Affordable housing and CIL at the appropriate rates for each value area
Standard s106 (£3,000 per dwelling for generic typologies and specific s106 for the
allocated sites)
Allowances for changes to Part L (£3,130 for houses and £2,260 for flats) to deliver 31%
reduction in carbon as part of changes to building regulations 2021
Provision of ducting for EV chargers (£100/dwelling)
Provision of low-cost bio-diversity net gain (£270/dwelling, based on the brownfield site
cost)

The additional cost scenarios then add the following:
•
•

Higher biodiversity costs (£998/dwelling, based on the greenfield site cost) instead of the
lower cost in the base testing
Provision of EV chargers instead of only ducting (£865/dwelling)

6.1.5

Although not linked to the Climate Emergency DPD, higher cost scenarios also include the costs
of habitat mitigation (£532/dwelling), noting that most parts of the County are not subject to
these requirements.

6.1.6

We also comment on the ability of development to support the costs of Future Homes Standard
2025 as well as the cost of the draft DPD Policy SC1.

6.1.7

In order to provide a framework for exploring the impact of different policy requirements, the
additional policy requirements are not part of the modelling cashflows. This means that there
will be some finance charges that will be incurred but not included. While this will be very minor
in most cases, it suggests that this should be considered when coming to a view about the level
of extra cost for environmental benefits can be included.

6.1.8

The results are summarised below, with the full residential testing results in Appendix D. The
results are presented as net viability ‘headroom’ per dwelling after all costs including
construction and other development costs (fees, return, policy costs and land costs) have been
deducted. Where the headroom is positive the typology can be considered viable. The results
are presented graphically as ‘worst case scenarios’, which include SAC and the additional
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biodiversity and EV charging costs. The impact of reduced policy costs is presented in a table
following the graphs. Further analysis then uses the main typologies to consider the impact of
additional costs between £500/dwelling and £5,000 per dwelling.

6.2

Generic Site Typologies

6.2.1

The generic site typologies include schemes with less than 10 dwellings that are not required to
provide affordable housing as well as a set of schemes between 15 dwellings and 120 dwellings
that will provide affordable housing at the appropriate proportion.
Commentary
•

•

The viability for the generic sites across the County is relatively strong and there is the
opportunity to support some additional costs for environmental improvements. This
includes the additional costs for Future Homes Standard 2025 suggested by Etude (which
are minor) and in most cases, the additional zero carbon costs from DPD policy SC1.
Some development is viable in Zone 5 however if development in this value zone is
required to meet costs for additional environmental improvements then there will be some
trade off with other requirements such as affordable housing. This issue has emerged in
previous viability testing for development in Zone 5.

Figure 6.1 Zone 1 Generic Typologies
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Figure 6.2 Zone 2 Generic Typologies

Figure 6.3 Zone 3 Generic Typologies
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Figure 6.4 Zone 4 Generic Typologies

Figure 6.5 Zone 5 Generic Typologies

6.3

Higher Density Development

6.3.1

The generic higher density site typology is a mixed housing and flatted development of 30
dwellings at 60 dph, providing affordable housing at the appropriate rate. As the typology is
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higher density than the standard generic typologies, the dwelling mix has more flats and
terraced houses.
Commentary
•

•

Higher density infill sites are only viable in higher value areas with limited opportunity to
support additional environmental costs from these sites. These types of development are
not viable in Zones 3-5.
The updated house prices show that terraces have very similar values in Zones 1 and 2,
and that flats now have more value in Zone 2 than in Zone 1. As a result, the higher
density typology is more viable in Zone 2 than Zone 1.

Figure 6.6 High Density Generic Typologies

6.4

Rural sites

6.4.1

The viability testing included three generic typologies for rural and affordable-led developments
(Local Plan ‘Policy 9’ sites):
•

•

•

A site of 8 dwellings in a designated rural area (e.g. AONB), where the lower threshold for
the provision of affordable housing applies. This was tested at 40dph, and the proportion
of affordable housing and the benchmark land value vary by value zone.
A Rural Exception Site typology of 8 dwellings. Under Local Plan Policy 9 these sites
have to provide a minimum of 50% affordable housing irrespective of location. The land
value is £10,000 per plot.
A higher build cost Rural Exception Site typology of 8 dwellings. This higher build cost
responds to the consultation, where it was suggested that affordable led schemes can
have higher construction costs.
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Commentary
•

•
•

The testing suggests that the RES developments have a mixed viability – broadly viable in
Zones 1 and 2 and marginally viable in value zone 3, but not viable elsewhere. As a
result, there is limited opportunity to support additional environmental costs in lower value
areas from these sites. We are aware from Cornwall Council that grant support has been
used to assist in the delivery of some affordable-led developments and if this support
continues then it is likely that these schemes will come forward in the lower value areas.
Dwelling mix has an impact – the site in the designated rural area was tested at 40dph
which is less viable than the 30dph RES site with the same level of AH in Zone 1.
The RES sites modelled at a higher build cost remain viable in the highest value zone. In
order for these to come forward with higher build cost in lower value areas it would be
necessary for other development costs to be reduced (e.g. developer return, finance etc.).
Whether this is possible will depend on the business model of the Housing Association
bringing the scheme forward, as well as the availability of grant funding.

Figure 6.7 Rural Exception and Small Sites in Designated Rural Areas

6.5

Older Persons Housing

6.5.1

Sheltered and extracare typologies were tested in each of the value zones, with the appropriate
proportions of affordable housing. There is no CIL on older person’s housing.
Commentary
•

Older persons housing with affordable housing is not viable in any of the value zones
under these testing assumptions. Requiring higher environmental standards for these
developments may further reduce the proportion of affordable housing that they are able
to provide.
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Figure 6.8 Older Person Housing

6.6

Allocated sites

6.6.1

The viability testing includes 11 allocated sites, varying in size from 100 dwellings to 950
dwellings. The testing has used site characteristics as advised by the Council, and sites have
their own specific s106 requirements, as well as some other policy requirements.
Commentary
•

The majority of the allocated sites tested are viable and would be able to support some
additional development costs (including the proposed DPD policy SC1), although the
amount of headroom varies considerably and is less than £7,000 per dwelling for four of
the sites tested.
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Figure 6.9 Allocated Sites

6.7

Reduced Policy Costs

6.7.1

The discussion at the beginning of this section covers the core and additional policy costs
included in the viability testing, and the results set out in the graphs above illustrate the viability
headroom/dwelling when all known policy costs are applied. These additional policy costs
relate to higher biodiversity net gain, EV chargers and SAC mitigation costs. However, some of
these policy costs may not be applied e.g. the SAC mitigation costs will only apply in those
locations close to the relevant SAC. Table 6.1 below details the change in viability if some of
the additional policy costs are not applied.
Commentary

6.7.2

Reducing the policy costs improves the headroom, although in most cases does not change the
overall viability picture – only one typology changes from being marginally unviable to marginally
viable as a result of the changes. Tables 6.1 to 6.2 below illustrate the changed viability
headroom for the main typologies with different policy costs.
Table 6.1 Viability headroom per dwelling with changed policy costs in Zone 1
Typology

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Zone 1 5 dwgs 0%AH

£62,895

£63,427

£64,192

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)
£64,920

Zone 1 8 dwgs 0%AH

£45,545

£46,077

£46,842

£47,570
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Typology

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Zone 1 8 dwgs 50%AH

-£8,050

-£7,518

-£6,753

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)
-£6,025

Zone 1 15 dwgs 50%AH

£13,706

£14,238

£15,003

£15,731

Zone 1 30 dwgs 50%AH

£22,396

£22,928

£23,693

£24,421

Zone 1 80 dwgs 50%AH

£26,287

£26,819

£27,584

£28,312

Zone 1 120 dwgs 50%AH

£26,955

£27,487

£28,252

£28,980

High Density Zone 1 30 dwgs 50%AH

£2,944

£3,476

£4,241

£4,969

Table 6.2 Viability headroom per dwelling with changed policy costs in Zone 2
Typology

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Zone 2 5 dwgs 0%AH

£59,381

£59,913

£60,678

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)
£61,406

Zone 2 8 dwgs 0%AH

£50,625

£51,157

£51,922

£52,650

Zone 2 8 dwgs 40%AH

£5,738

£6,270

£7,035

£7,763

Zone 2 15 dwgs 40%AH

£23,549

£24,081

£24,846

£25,574

Zone 2 30 dwgs 40%AH

£31,927

£32,459

£33,224

£33,952

Zone 2 80 dwgs 40%AH

£36,788

£37,320

£38,085

£38,813

Zone 2 120 dwgs 40%AH

£37,576

£38,108

£38,873

£39,601

High Density Zone 2 30 dwgs 40%AH

£17,712

£18,244

£19,009

£19,737

Table 6.3 Viability headroom per dwelling with changed policy costs in Zone 3
Typology

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Zone 3 5 dwgs 0%AH

£15,807

£16,339

£17,104

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)
£17,832

Zone 3 8 dwgs 0%AH

£14,302

£14,834

£15,599

£16,327

Zone 3 8 dwgs 35%AH

-£13,975

-£13,443

-£12,678

-£11,950

Zone 3 15 dwgs 35%AH

£1,002

£1,534

£2,299

£3,027

Zone 3 30 dwgs 35%AH

£7,016

£7,548

£8,313

£9,041

Zone 3 80 dwgs 35%AH

£13,286

£13,818

£14,583

£15,311

Zone 3 120 dwgs 35%AH

£14,249

£14,781

£15,546

£16,274

High Density Zone 3 30 dwgs 35%AH

-£11,350

-£10,818

-£10,053

-£9,325
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Table 6.4 Viability headroom per dwelling with changed policy costs in Zone 4
Typology

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Zone 4 5 dwgs 0%AH

£10,114

£10,646

£11,411

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)
£12,139

Zone 4 8 dwgs 0%AH

£1,245

£1,777

£2,542

£3,270

Zone 4 8 dwgs 30%AH

-£17,307

-£16,775

-£16,010

-£15,282

Zone 4 15 dwgs 30%AH

£5,043

£5,575

£6,340

£7,068

Zone 4 30 dwgs 30%AH

£13,415

£13,947

£14,712

£15,440

Zone 4 80 dwgs 30%AH

£17,356

£17,888

£18,653

£19,381

Zone 4 120 dwgs 30%AH

£18,828

£19,360

£20,125

£20,853

High Density Zone 4 30 dwgs 30%AH

-£17,018

-£16,486

-£15,721

-£14,993

Table 6.5 Viability headroom per dwelling with changed policy costs in Zone 5
Typology

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Zone 5 5 dwgs 0%AH

-£11,886

-£11,354

-£10,589

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)
-£9,861

Zone 5 8 dwgs 0%AH

-£12,977

-£12,445

-£11,680

-£10,952

Zone 5 8 dwgs 25%AH

-£26,154

-£25,622

-£24,857

-£24,129

Zone 5 15 dwgs 25%AH

-£8,818

-£8,286

-£7,521

-£6,793

Zone 5 30 dwgs 25%AH

-£5,192

-£4,660

-£3,895

-£3,167

Zone 5 80 dwgs 25%AH

£1,187

£1,719

£2,484

£3,212

Zone 5 120 dwgs 25%AH

£2,621

£3,153

£3,918

£4,646

High Density Zone 5 30 dwgs 25%AH

-£33,942

-£33,410

-£32,645

-£31,917

Table 6.6 Viability headroom per dwelling with changed policy costs – allocated sites
Typology

Withnoe, Launceston Zone 4 300 dwgs
30%AH
Callywith UV Bodmin Zone 4 650 dwgs
30%AH
St Lawrences UE Bodmin Zone 4 670
dwgs 30%AH

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)

£25,584

£26,116

£26,881

£27,609

£6,757

£7,289

£8,054

£8,782

£5,188

£5,720

£6,485

£7,213
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Typology

Castle Street Bodmin Zone 4 150 dwgs
30%AH
Pentewan Rd Trewhiddle St Austell Zone
5 100 dwgs 25%AH
Falmouth North, Falmouth Zone 3 300
dwgs 35%AH
Tolgus Phase 2 CPIR Zone 5 260 dwgs
25%AH
Trevassack Hayle Zone 4 950 dwgs
30%AH
Heamoor Penzance Zone 4 435 dwgs
30%AH
Longrock Penzance Zone 4 150 dwgs
30%AH
Rialton Newquay Zone 3 280 dwgs
35%AH

Full policy
costs

Full policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
areas

Higher
biodiversity
net gain but
EV ducting

Base policy
costs outside
SAC
mitigation
(lower
biodiversity
net gain and
EV ducting)

£18,027

£18,559

£19,324

£20,052

-£7,413

-£6,881

-£6,116

-£5,388

£37,139

£37,671

£38,436

£39,164

£5,636

£6,168

£6,933

£7,661

£6,525

£7,057

£7,822

£8,550

£14,198

£14,730

£15,495

£16,223

£25,712

£26,244

£27,009

£27,737

£33,011

£33,543

£34,308

£35,036

6.7.3

Table 6.7 below provides an illustration of the policy costs per dwelling already applied in the
model, split between the new national policy costs and policy requirements in Cornwall. This
shows how potential additional costs may fit with existing policy costs. Note that the table does
not include affordable housing, although this will generally have a bigger impact than the other
policy costs and will vary by value zone in Cornwall.

6.7.4

This shows that total policy costs excluding affordable housing vary between approximately
£27,000 per unit in Value Zone 1 to just under £9,000 per unit in Value Zone 5. The revisions to
the DPD Policy SC1 would add approximately £5,000 to each of these figures.
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Table 6.7 Policy Costs Illustration
Total policy costs
National
Part L 2021 (blended)
BNG
EV charging
Total national policy costs
Cornwall
Generic s106 (inc health)
Accessibility (blended)
SAC
CIL Z1
CIL Z2
CIL Z3
CIL Z4
CIL Z5
Total Cornwall policy costs
Zone 1
Zone 2
Zone 3
Zone 4
Zone 5

£3,000
£998
£865
£4,863

/dwelling
/dwelling
/dwelling
/dwelling

£3,000
£400
£532
£18,600
£9,300
£5,580
£3,255
£0

/dwelling
/dwelling
/dwelling
/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)

£22,532
£13,232
£9,512
£7,187
£3,932

/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)
/dwelling (3bs)

Total National and Cornwall policy costs
Zone 1
£27,395 /dwelling (3bs)
Zone 2
£18,095 /dwelling (3bs)
Zone 3
£14,375 /dwelling (3bs)
Zone 4
£12,050 /dwelling (3bs)
Zone 5
£8,795 /dwelling (3bs)
Note that:
•
The opportunity cost of providing affordable housing is excluded from the
figures above
•
These costs are for are for the generic sites – allocated sites will not have
CIL and will have individual s106 costs
•
The costs include SAC costs, but these will only apply to development in
some parts of Cornwall
•
For the purposes of estimating CIL we have used a 93 sq m house (3bs)
•
The future homes costs are £3,130/house and £2,260/flat and for the
purposes of this illustration we have used a blended rate of £3,000/dwelling

Additional Climate Emergency DPD costs
6.7.5

Section 3 of this report reviewed the draft Climate Emergency DPD and noted that the costs of
meeting all the policy requirements was not yet fully determined although initial figures
suggested a cost of £8,189/dwg may be incurred. We have considered how the additional
costs of approximately £5,000 per dwelling over 2021 Part L fit within the viability headroom
illustrated in the graphs earlier in this section and as a proportion of Gross Development Value.
These additional costs are on top of the full range of policy costs already discussed in this
report, including higher biodiversity costs, EV chargers and SAC mitigation.

6.7.6

The graphs below illustrate the approximate £5,000 per dwelling costs between the yellow lines.
The graphs split the generic and specialist housing typologies between Zones 1+2 and Zones
3+4+5. Further information about the costs as a proportion of headroom and proportion of GDV
can be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 6.10 Zone 1 and 2 Generic Typologies viability headroom compared £5,000/dwg additional
costs

Figure 6.11 Zone 3, 4 and 5 Generic Typologies viability headroom compared to £5,000/dwg
additional costs
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Figure 6.12 Allocated Sites viability headroom compared to £5,000/dwg additional costs

Commentary
•

•
•

•

•

43

All of the Zone 1 and Zone 2 generic typologies are able to support an additional £5,000
per dwelling, and most of the Zone 3 and Zone 4 generic typologies would also be able to
support this level of additional cost.
£5,000 additional cost per dwelling would leave four of the allocated sites marginal and on
becomes even less viable.
£5,000 per dwelling would take two Zone 5 generic typologies into negative viability in
addition to the four that are already unviable, with a further typology as marginal. This
would result in all of the Zone 5 generic typologies being unviable.
For the specialist housing, all of the typologies are unviable in Zones 3, 4 and 5 before
additional costs are included (see figures 6.6-6.8 above). £5,000 additional cost per
dwelling would make one high density typology unviable and one marginal, while all of the
currently viable RES typologies in Zone 1 and Zone 2 would remain viable. The specialist
housing typologies that were not viable before additional costs are added would have the
viability further weakened by the additional costs.
£5,000 per dwelling represents between 1.0% and 2.3% of gross development value for
the generic typologies and the allocated sites, with the higher proportions in the lower
value areas. For specialist housing, £5,000 per dwelling represent between 1.6% and
3.4% of gross development value43.

See appendix E for full list
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6.7.7

The new cost information (see table 5.10) suggests that there is relatively cost little difference
between the low carbon heat approach to meeting the 2021 Building Regulations standards and
the Future Homes Standard proposed by the Government for 2025.

6.7.8

Based on the viability testing, our view is that the initial estimated costs of building new homes
to meet the revised DPD Policy SC1 can be met by most of the generic site typologies and
example allocated site typologies in Cornwall. However, development in the lowest value areas
of Cornwall is likely to struggle in viability terms and it is possible that even if land prices flex to
meet some of the costs, there may still need to be site specific negotiations on affordable
housing. Except in the highest value areas, specialist housing types may struggle to meet
additional development costs, although in many cases these forms of development were not
viable even without additional costs.

6.7.9

We are aware from Cornwall Council that development has historically benefitted from grant
funded affordable housing schemes both in urban and rural locations. This includes
considerable development in the lower value areas of Cornwall, where 14/15-19/20 affordable
housing makes up 36% of all delivery and 49% of major development delivery, despite the s106
target being 25% for Zone 5. The Council has also indicated that the development of other
forms of specialist housing is rare.

6.8

Conclusion

6.8.1

The purpose of this viability assessment was to test the ‘burden’ of policies set out in the
proposed Climate Emergency DPD. This was undertaken within a context of a sound viability
assessment of both the Local Plan and the Cornwall CIL. The viability work has referenced back
to these studies. It has also sought to update assumptions on build costs and values, taking into
account inflation and growth that has taken place since the last plan wide viability assessment
prepared for the CIL work as well as any new government guidance on viability or costs that
now need to be taken into account.

6.8.2

The residential viability testing has shown that generally development is viable in Cornwall and
is able to support the policy costs identified in this study. However, there are some locations
and types of development that have relatively weak viability and there is potential for additional
policy costs to affect the provision of s106, including affordable housing. These are:
•

•

•

•

•

Development in the lowest value areas of Cornwall – Value Zone 5. This issue was
apparent in both the local plan viability study and the CIL viability study and whilst there
are some indications that values are increasing in these areas it is likely that there will be
some trade-off between additional policy requirements and affordable housing.
Higher density infill development in lower value areas, where it is likely that there will be
some trade-off between additional policy requirements and affordable housing, although
this represents a very limited contribution to future housing supply.
Older persons housing, where it is likely that there will be some trade-off between
additional policy requirements and affordable housing in all value areas, but older persons
housing has not been a significant source of housing supply.
Rural exception site housing and housing in designated rural areas, where it is likely that
there will be some trade-off between additional policy requirements and affordable
housing in all value areas.
There is relatively little difference in the viability from the additional biodiversity, EV
charging and SAC mitigation policy costs.
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7

Non-residential typologies

7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

The viability analysis undertaken has been based on a residual value approach in which
scheme costs are deducted from scheme revenue to arrive at a gross residual value. Scheme
revenue is based on revenue from the property and scheme costs assume a return to the
developer and ‘development costs’ include build costs and other costs such as professional
fees, CIL contributions, finance costs and marketing fees.

7.1.2

From the ‘gross residual value’ calculated an allowance for site purchase is deducted based on
Existing Use Value plus site purchase costs (agents and legal fees) to assess the ‘residual
balance’ upon which a scheme could support additional costs such EV charging points and a
“Climate Change” contribution. This residual balance shows the level of affordability or financial
headroom available from which additional contributions or increased environmental, BREEAM
or Building Regulation standards can be met.

7.1.3

We have undertaken sensitivity testing to reflect BCIS ‘standard’ build costs and additional costs
to reflect BREEAM Excellent and Outstanding build standards.

7.1.4

We attach in Appendix 1 a brief market overview with comment on market conditions within the
various sectors together with a schedule of key comparable transactions (summary of headline
analysis) which have assisted.

7.1.5

The costs and values are dated at 4th Quarter 2019 in order to avoid the effects of the Covid-19
restrictions.

7.2

Development typologies analysed

7.2.1

There is no single list of development types and sizes that is prescribed anywhere as being the
correct list for viability studies to use.

7.2.2

The development types and sizes of unit identified for analysis in this study were drawn up
initially on the basis of the team’s local knowledge of developments that are likely to occur in the
Cornwall market. Different sizes within the same use have been adopted to reflect the different
market characteristics that apply to each. At the time of earlier CIL reports these types and
sizes of unit were presented to the development industry (at the workshop) for their comment
and subsequently circulated to workshop participants for their further consideration. From this
process development types were agreed (at time of initial report) as an appropriate list of nonresidential uses for CIL testing.

7.2.3

We have reviewed the development types tested which all appear to remain appropriate for this
update. However, we have added additional use types to include motor dealerships and a
smaller format “drive through restaurant/takeaway” following a number of recent developments.

7.2.4

Our description of the use types reflect amendments to the Use Classes order effective from 1
September 2020.
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7.3

Development types analysed
Table 7.1 - Typologies
Use

Unit Size
(Sq M)

No of Units

E (g) - Town Centre Office

250

2

E (g) - Out of Town Office

1000

2

B2/B8 - Edge of Town

200

8

B2/B8 - Edge of Town

1000

4

B2/B8 - Edge of Town

2000

2

450

2

1000

3

275

1

E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town

2500

1

E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town

5500

1

C1 Budget Hotel (60 Bed)

2000

1

C2 Care Home (40 Bed)

1900

1

Student Housing (200 room)

5200

1

Mixed Leisure

4000

1

A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of Town
Restaurant/Drive Through

250

3

A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of Town
Restaurant/Drive Through 250

167

1

Sui generis (e) Motor Dealership Sales

2500

1

E (a) - Town Centre
E (a) - Out of town non-food Retail Warehouse
E (a) - Suburban Convenience Store

7.3.1

There are other potential development types that we have considered but not included where
there is good evidence that they either i) are never developed or ii) so infrequently developed in
Cornwall that there is insufficient market evidence on which to base an assessment.

7.3.2

A number of the development types analysed reflect multi-unit schemes that may typically be
developed.

2.1

Cornwall has a very diverse and dispersed market for commercial uses which is focused within
main urban settlements (these are as listed in Table xx below). Many of these main urban
settlements share a number of similar market characteristics with the exception of Truro which for
the most part attracts higher values.

2.2

For the purposes of initial testing, viability appraisals have been considered as follows:
•
•

7.3.3

Truro
Other Submarket locations

Submarkets include:

•
Camborne/Pool/Redruth
•
Bodmin
•
Falmouth
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•
•
•
•
•

Penryn
St Austell
Penzance
Newquay
Rest of Cornwall

7.3.4

The completed development values of the development types vary between locations, but for
initial testing the above is considered an appropriate division (as the viability testing results
show).

7.3.5

The remaining areas of Cornwall include a wide range of settlements of varying sizes e.g.
Liskeard, Hayle and Looe as well as a significant number of much smaller settlements.
However, these settlements serve the local market and do not have levels of commercial activity
that would set them apart from other parts of ‘the rest of Cornwall’ with the exception of the
supermarket sector. Given the viability results of the main sectors (excluding supermarkets),
further viability testing is not considered necessary for these areas.
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8

Non-residential development testing assumptions

8.1.1

For the viability analysis, we used our bespoke model, based on a residual value approach, to
test the development economics for the different property types identified. By agreement with
Cornwall Council we have focussed the Climate Emergency testing on BREEAM standards and
additional costs of electric vehicle (EV) chargers as the response to the DPD Policy SC1 Energy
and Sustainable Construction and Policy T2 Parking.

8.1.2

The development assumptions used for the analysis are set out in the tables below.

8.2

Build costs
Table 8.1 Build costs per sq m (based on BCIS data, adjusted for Cornwall)
Use

Size
(Sq M)

Build Cost
(per sqm)

External
Costs (%)

BREEAM
Excellent
(% increase)

BREEAM
Outstanding
(% increase)

E (g) - Town Centre Office

250

£1870

15

1.00

9.83

E (g) - Out of Town Office

1000

£1870

15

1.00

9.83

B2/B8 - Edge of Town

200

£1,242

10

0.40

4.80

B2/B8 - Edge of Town

1000

£1,044

10

0.40

4.80

B2/B8 - Edge of Town

2000

£1,062

10

0.40

4.80

450

£1,018

15

1.76

10.10

1000

£899

25

1.76

10.10

275

£1,147

15

1.76

10.10

E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town

2500

£1,459

15

1.76

10.10

E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town

5500

£1,459

15

1.76

10.10

C1 Budget Hotel (60 Bed)

2000

£1,323

10

0.77

9.83

C2 Care Home (40 Bed)

1900

£1,926

15

0.77

9.83

Student Housing (200 room)

5200

£1,539

15

1.58

4.96

Mixed Leisure

4000

£1,340

15

1.58

E (a) - Town Centre
E (a) - Out of town non-food Retail
Warehouse
E (a) - Suburban Convenience
Store

4
.96

A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of
Town Restaurant/Drive Through

250

£2,500

15

0.77

9.83

A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of
Town Restaurant/Drive Through

167

£3,084

15

0.77

9.83

Sui generis (e) Motor Dealership
Sales

2500

£1,284

15

1.76

10.10

8.2.1

Where BCIS figures are not readily available (edge of town restaurant/drive through for
example) we have relied upon direct industry experience and consultation with Alder King’s
Building Consultancy Department. We have endeavoured to use BCIS figures where available.

8.2.2

To assess additional environmental standards in buildings we have tested the following:
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•
•
•

Standard BCIS Costs.
Additional costs reflecting BREEAM Excellent Standards.
Additional costs reflecting BREEAM Outstanding Standards.

8.2.3

There is limited published information in respect of the impact of build costs to achieve
BREEAM standards. We have had regard to ‘Briefing Paper – The Value of BREEAM (to
include reference to Tata Steel, British Constructional Steelwork Association Limited, AECOM,
Cyril Sweett, The Steel Construction Institute, Development Securities PLC, 2012)’ in respect of
increase of capital construction costs. This does not cover all typologies tested and we have
therefore used the most similar types where appropriate.

8.3

Other Development Costs
Table 8.2 Other development costs
Input Variable
Purchase costs (excluding SDLT)

1.8%

SDLT 2016 sliding scale % (Commercial Property)

N/A

Professional fees (percentage of build cost)

10.0%

Sales & marketing costs (percentage GDV

3.0%

Interest on build costs (inc of loan arrangement fees)

6.0%

Developers profit (percentage of GDV)

20.0%

Community Infrastructure Levy

See below

EV Charging Points (per Charging Point)

£2,500

8.3.1

The above reflect typical/industry-standard costs and appraisal inputs for the typologies tested.

8.3.2

It has been assumed, for modelling purposes, that there is no s106 requirement for any of the
uses tested. CIL contributions have been adopted for qualifying typologies in accordance with
the Charging Schedule.

8.3.3

We have undertaken research into the cost of provision of EV charging points. Costs vary
considerably and there is no specific policy standard as to the charging capacity of such points.
We have assumed 7Kw or 22Kw slow charge provision.

8.4

Existing use (benchmark site values).
Table 8.3 Existing Use Values (per hectare)
Use

Truro

Other Towns

E (g) - Town Centre Office

£500,000

£500,000

E (g) - Out of Town Office

£250,000

£250,000

B2/B8 - Edge of Town

£300,000

£250,000

E (a) - Town Centre

£500,000

£500,000

E (a) - Out of town non-food Retail Warehouse

£750,000

£350,000

E (a) - Suburban Convenience Store

£750,000

£750,000

E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town

£750,000

£350,000
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Use

Truro

Other Towns

C1 Budget Hotel (60 Bed)

£750,000

£350,000

C2 Care Home (40 Bed)

£750,000

£750,000

-

£350,000

Mixed Leisure (Truro only)

£750,000

-

A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of Town
Restaurant/Drive Through

£750,000

£350,000

-

£400,000

Student Housing (200 room) (Falmouth only)

Sui generis (e) Motor Dealership Sales (Other only)

8.4.1

In respect of Existing Use Values, the majority of the non-employment developments reflect the
Existing Use Values adopted within the Residential Viability Assessment (£750,000 per hectare
for Truro and £350,000 for other towns) as this is the most likely benchmark that such
commercial developments would have to compete with. Employment related developments
attract lower Existing Use Values.

8.5

Gross development values

8.5.1

Alder King have provided opinions of rent and yields for each development type and market
area. The rents and yields are based wherever possible on comparable market evidence from
market transactions of lettings (for rents) and investment sales (for yields). Where there is no
relevant direct transaction evidence an opinion has been formed based on the evidence that is
available adjusting for variables such as location differences based on market experience.
Table 8.4: Rents and yields
Use

E (g) - Town Centre Office
E (g) - Out of Town Office
B2/B8 - Edge of Town
B2/B8 - Edge of Town
B2/B8 - Edge of Town
E (a) - Town Centre
E (a) - Out of town non-food retail
warehouse
E (a) - Suburban Convenience Store
E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town
E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town
C1 Budget Hotel (60 Bed)
C2 Care Home (40 Bed)
Student Housing (200 room) - Falmouth
Mixed Leisure - Edge of town
A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of Town
Restaurant/Drive Through
A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of Town
Restaurant/Drive Through
Sui generis (e) Motor Dealership Sales

Sq m

Rent

Yield
Truro

Rent

Yield
Other Towns

250
1,000
200
1,000
2,000
450
1,000

£s sq m
145
105
120
90
70
900 ZA
215

%
8.00
8.00
7.25
7.25
7.5
7.00
6.00

£s sq m
105
100
93
70
65
430ZA
160

%
8.25
8.25
7.50
7.5
7.75
7.00
6.25

275
2,500
5,500
2,000
1,900
5,200
4,000
250

170
200
180
150
105
n/a
161
295

5.5
5.25
5.00
5.00
7.00
n/a
6.75
5.50

170
180
165
142.5
n/a
163
n/a
250

5.5
5.25
5.00
5.25
n/a
6.25
n/a
5.75

167

330

5.25

296

5.50

2,500

n/a

n/a

Sales 135
W’shop 80

7.00
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8.5.2

We attach in Appendix G a brief market overview with comment on market conditions within the
various sectors together with a schedule of key comparable transactions (summary of headline
analysis) which have assisted.
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9

Results of the non-residential testing

9.1.1

This chapter summarises results of the non-residential viability appraisals. The full set of policy
requirements and costs for the Climate Change DPD has not yet been confirmed and so the
viability testing uses available information about policy costs and then illustrates the ‘headroom’
available to cover other climate change mitigation costs.

9.1.2

As noted in the testing assumptions earlier, the modelling includes CIL cost contributions.
Different scenarios are then used to explore the impact of adding in additional policy costs
where known, with results presented as net residual value for the development scheme tested
(also presented as a cost per sq m). This net residual value is the theoretical maximum
available to support additional policy costs to deliver other components of the climate
Emergency DPD although allowing for a buffer to cover variations around the testing
assumptions is good practice.

9.1.3

The standard base testing is based on ‘standard’ BCIS build costs with additional models
adopting additional build costs for BREEAM Excellent and Outstanding standards.
Table 9.1 Summary of typologies tested
Use/Type

Location

Sq m

Standard

BREEAM
Excellent

BREEAM
Outstanding

E (g) - Town Centre Office
E (g) - Town Centre Office
E (g) - Out of Town Office
E (g) - Out of Town Office

Truro
Other
Truro
Other

250
250
1,000
1,000

-£784,113
-£948,830
-£3,693,813
-£3,816,339

-£794,117
-£958,894
-£3,714,724
-£3,856,594

-£912,588
-£1,077,305
-£4,207,712
-£4,330,239

B2/B8 - Edge of Town
B2/B8 - Edge of Town
B2/B8 - Edge of Town
B2/B8 - Edge of Town

Truro
Other
Truro
Other

200
200
1,000
1,000

-£816,921
-£1,350,659
-£2,626,144
-£3,319,817

-£827,258
-£1,361,287
-£2,648,781
-£3,342,454

-£940,965
-£1,478,194
-£2,897,791
-£3,591,464

Truro
Other Newquay

450
450

£48,476
-£493,889

£36,098
-£506,266

-£22,552
-£564,917

Truro

1,000

£2,372,466

£2,297,408

£1,941,738

Other

1,000

£568,106

£493,049

£137,378

All Areas
Truro
Other
Truro
Other

275
2,500
2,500
5,500
5,500

£120,321
£710,639
£519,686
£1,051,801
£770,756

£112,772
£623,340
£432,388
£859,744
£578,699

£76,999
£209,664
£18,712
-£50,343
-£331,388

C1 Budget Hotel (60 Bed)
C1 Budget Hotel (60 Bed)

Truro
Other

2,000
2,000

£421,296
£201,827

£393,976
£174,508

£72,525
-£146,943

C2 Care Home (40 Bed)

Truro

1,900

-£3,266,652

-£3,304,435

-£3,748,999

E (a) - Town Centre
E (a) - Town Centre

E (a) - Out of town non-food retail
warehouse
E (a) - Out of town non-food retail
warehouse
E (a) - Suburban Convenience Store
E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town
E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town
E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town
E (a) - Supermarket Edge of Town
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Student Housing (200 room) Falmouth

Falmouth

5,200

-£1,232,489

BREEAM
Excellent
-£1,404,437

Mixed Leisure - Edge of town

Truro

4,000

-£2,073,545

-£2,196,745

-£2,460,299

A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of
Town Restaurant/Drive Through
A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of
Town Restaurant/Drive Through

Truro

250

-£18,630

-£39,085

-£279,764

Other

250

-£395,073

-£414,980

-£649,212

Truro

167

-£16,473

-£21,948

-£86,364

Other

167

-£98,460

-£103,935

-£168,351

Other

2,500

-£2,130,671

-£2,207,499

-£2,571,556

Use/Type

Location

A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of
Town Restaurant/Drive Through
A (b)/Sui Generis (r) Out/Edge of
Town Restaurant/Drive Through
Sui generis (e) Motor Dealership
Sales

Sq m

Standard

BREEAM
Outstanding
-£1,772,276

9.2

Employment - E (g) and B2/B8

9.2.1

None of the typologies tested produced a positive residual value for Truro or other locations.
This is an expected result. Historically grant funding (principally European) bridged the viability
gap. Development has on occasion been undertaken where there is an occupier with a very
specific requirements/need and there is a business case to incur the direct build cost or pay a
premium above market rent to facilitate development (for example for a distribution depot which is in effect a one off scheme and otherwise out of line with the market and not an
appropriate basis for testing). These ‘special occupier’ developments are typically subject to
tight financial viability.

9.3

Retail E (a)

9.3.1

Town centre retail development is only viable in Truro and even here it is marginal. Whilst the
headline figures may show some viability, the reality is that most mainstream retail development
is unlikely given the fragility of the occupier market.

9.3.2

Out-of-town non-food retail warehouse development shows viability. There have however been
issues in bringing forward some developments, again in part underpinned by the fragility of the
occupier market.

9.3.3

Suburban convenience stores (275 sq m) are viable. Investors will pay a premium (based on a
lower yield) for investments let to good quality retail covenants.

9.3.4

The supermarket sector has witnessed significant change in the UK over recent years although
investors continue to pay a premium for a supermarket lease based on investment benefits of
the comparative long lease term, strong covenant tenant and in some cases fixed uplifts at rent
review. Nonetheless many of the main “four” have not implemented expansion plans and have
limited new store requirements. By contrast, the “discount” supermarket sector operating with
smaller footprint stores remain very active within the market.

9.3.5

The majority of scenarios tested within the supermarket sector are viable.
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9.4

Budget hotels

9.4.1

Budget hotels are viable for the majority of scenarios tested, as would be expected given market
activity.

9.5

Care homes

9.5.1

Care homes are not viable on the basis of scenarios tested (a speculative development with
letting to a market operator and sale of investment). There are some examples of a care home
operator undertaking a development themselves although these are rare - see further
comments below in respect of care homes and motor dealership typologies.

9.6

Student housing

9.6.1

Student development is concentrated around the Falmouth and Penryn area in connection with
Falmouth University (Tremough and Falmouth Campuses). The University has expanded
significantly and has plans for further development/expansion, thus demand exists for additional
student housing. There is pressure on the existing housing stock in the area.

9.6.2

The viability testing indicates that development is not viable, although we are aware that
developments are proposed. We have undertaken sensitivity analysis testing and it can be
demonstrated that small changes to rent/income, yields and or costs, can using the model make
a scheme viable, but with limited margin/headroom. Likewise, the University may choose to
undertake development itself, or with partners operating alternative development/funding
models without the need for a developer’s return which will reduce costs and allow schemes to
proceed.

9.7

Leisure

9.7.1

A large mixed leisure scheme in Truro does not show viability. However, while edge of
town/drive-through restaurants/takeaways do not show viability, the deficit is modest in relation
to the quantum of the typology development schemes. Accordingly, developments are being
undertaken. Rents achieved within Cornwall are substantially lower than other areas with larger
centres of population however investment values reflect a premium based on strong yields from
good covenant tenants and the lease terms (see comments in respect of supermarkets above).

9.8

Motor dealerships

9.8.1

Motor dealerships are not viable on the basis of the typology testing undertaken. Again a small
number of developments have occurred over recent years, typically by the occupier undertaking
the development themselves - see further comments below in this respect.

9.9

Owner occupier developments

9.9.1

The market has witnessed a small number of motor dealership and care home developments
over recent years. The viability testing undertaken indicates that such schemes are unviable.
However particular businesses/operators in the market have been able to justify a “self-build”
which does not need to incur a development profit and are often as a result of specific
requirements (motor dealerships have to meet brand standards for example in order to continue
to trade). Therefore, such a business can justify a long-term investment based upon their
individual business model and need.
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9.9.2

Such development is however is not being undertaken on a speculative basis as the value
stems from the business activities rather than the property development value.

9.10

EV charging points

9.10.1 The above testing results do not allow for provision of EV charging points within the scheme in
accordance with policy (developments above 1,000 sq m). The appraisals in Appendix H include
an additional section identifying the cost allowances made and further impact upon viability. We
have adopted parking ratios in accordance with the Cornwall Council Parking Guidelines
(Maximum Standards) and allowed for 10% of parking spaces to have access to an EV point.
9.10.2 We have allowed £2,500 per EV point (£1,500 for the charging points and £1,000 for
infrastructure/cabling). We note that costs in this respect can vary considerably between
schemes. The costs also reflect a slower charging provision. The inclusion of provision for EV
charging points of this nature has a very modest impact upon viability and are unlikely to
negatively impact upon developments of all typologies.
9.10.3 Some supermarkets or out-of-town retail parks may choose to offer a 50Kw quick charge facility
which will carry a significantly higher cost. However, such facilities charge for the electricity
supply at a margin and there are various funding routes to cover up front costs. Accordingly, we
have assumed that a development would not incur a large upfront cost in this respect.
9.10.4 The draft policy refers to provision of cabling for all car parking spaces. This will carry a more
significant level of cost (for which there is limited usable published information). However, the
viability testing undertaken shows where there are greater viability margins for some typologies.
Provision of cabling for parking spaces is anticipated to create some viability issues for the more
marginal/negative viability typologies.
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10 Non-residential conclusions
10.1

Overview of findings

10.1.1 The principal findings are as follows:

10.2

▪

Given the relationship between build costs and gross development values, many typologies
within Cornwall are not viable. This has been the case for many years and historically
European funding has part addressed the viability gap. Notably, this European funding has
required a high level of energy efficiency for development schemes supported by grants.

▪

Future new forms of grant funding may assist with delivering new non-residential
development in the future, although the typologies tested do not include an allowance for
development/gap funding grants. This is likely to be an evolving situation over future years.

▪

Adopting BREEAM Excellent standard has overall limited impact on viability. If adopted such
a standard is unlikely to negatively impact upon the deliverability of development. In some
cases, developments are occurring where our testing shows a very limited lack of viability or
where there is a special circumstance/owner occupier with a specific need. Adopting
BREEAM Excellent is unlikely to adversely impact upon such development schemes.

▪

Adopting BREEAM Outstanding typically carries a higher level of cost. Certain more viable
forms of development such as supermarkets can, in some cases, absorb such costs.
However, the testing indicates that for the majority of typologies, incurring BREEAM
Outstanding costs may have an impact upon the delivery of such developments.

▪

The commercial property market is slowly adjusting to improved efficiency of buildings and
as this continues, the cost savings of an energy efficient building will increase the values
achieved in the market over time. However, the building is only part of an occupier’s energy
consumption and will depend upon the nature of occupation and processes within the
building e.g. many processing activities will themselves have a much greater energy
consumption than the other aspects of occupying the building.

▪

In some locations there are likely to be physical constraints in respect of achieving BREEAM
Outstanding, due to location/connectivity and provision of public transport for example.

▪

The costs of including provision for the slower charge EV charging points are comparatively
modest in relation to the quantum size of the typologies/development schemes tested. As a
preliminary view, inclusion of such EV charging points is realistic/justifiable.

▪

Provision of quick charge EV points and more extensive cabling (in advance of future EV
charging points) may incur costs that could impact upon the delivery of some developments,
although it seems likely that in many cases the revenue opportunities will mitigate these
costs.

Other - climate change contributions

10.2.1 The typology testing identifies that the majority of the non-residential typologies tested do not
have sufficient viability to support a specific charge/contribution. However, the
retail/supermarket sectors do offer viability.
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10.2.2 Any change in policy obligations that Cornwall Council would seek to make in this respect will
need to be proportionate to a development scheme. A charge based on a rate per sq m is the
most appropriate in this respect (similar to the CIL charging schedule).
10.2.3 The wider in town and out of town retail markets are likely to be too fragile to support a charge.
However, we estimate that the supermarket/food sector can support an additional policy
requirement equivalent to £25 - £50 per sq m.
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